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The goal of this thesis is to investigate what is important on a platform of a
software ecosystem to satisfy actors’ expectations. The study was conducted as
a qualitative case study in the agricultural domain. Theme interviews and docu-
ment review were used as data collection techniques. The results were analysed
with a whole-text coding approach.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background and Motivation
Traditionally software systems have been developed by a single company to-
gether with subcontractors [29]. However, companies have realised that they
can no longer fulfill all customer demands alone [50]. Software Ecosystems
(SECOs) have emerged to address previously mentioned issue. In a SECO, a
company opens its platform to external actors outside its organisational bor-
ders [11]. SECOs have been proved, not only to decrease development costs,
but also to increase innovation and to create new business opportunities [8].
Software ecosystems appeared first time in the literature over a decade
ago, but research around SECOs took of only seven years after the first ap-
pearance. At the time of writing this thesis, the research field has shown signs
of maturity. However SECO research still lacks theories, methods, and tools
that are specific to SECOs [35]. The current theories related the software
platform of the ecosystem are based on software product line research. Also,
the SECO actors are based on findings from business ecosystem research.
It is vital for SECO success to be able to attract and retain great enought
number of actors. The SECO must not only present an interesting value
proposition to its actors, but also be to capable of delivering the promised
value through the software platform. Hence, it is very important to iden-
tify the ecosystem actors and their motivations. In addition, the software
platform must be built in a way so it satifys the actor needs.
In this study we concentrated on SECOs in agricultural domain. In agri-
culture as well as in other manufacturing areas, digitalisation has transformed
field for good. In the past, automation has changed how farmers operate on
daily basis but in the near future we will also witness the emergence of indus-
trial internet in agriculture. The industrial internet will enable new kind of
1
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data gathering, which can be later aggregated into different kind of services.
1.2 Research Problem and Questions
The research problem of this thesis is stated as follows:
What is important on a platform of a software ecosystem to
satisfy actors’ expectations?
The problem is broken down into following research questions:
• RQ1: What are the typical actor roles in a software ecosystem?
• RQ2: Why do actors contribute to a software ecosystem?
• RQ3: What is the role of software platform in a software ecosystem?
The main goal of this thesis is to enable experts from various industries
to analyse example SECO. Firstly, the reader should be able to understand
the benefits from SECOs. Secondly, the reader should be able to identify
ecosystem actors and group them by roles. Finally, the reader should be able
to determine the value proposition of the software platform of the ecosystem.
1.3 Structure of the Thesis
Figure 1.1 presents the breakdown of the structure of this thesis. In Chap-
ter 1, we define objectives. In the first Chapter, we also provide a background
and motivation to the thesis topic. In Chapter 2, we present the methodol-
ogy for both literature and empirical study of this thesis. In Chapter 3, we
introduce the key concepts of this study based on findings from the current
research. Firstly, we define SECO and its main elements. Secondly, we de-
fine SECOs actor roles. Thirdly, we will examine software platform of the
ecosystem. In Chapter 4, we present the results found from the case study.
In Chapter 5, we discuss the findings from the case study and reflect the
results to concepts from the literature. In Chapter 6, we will present the
most significant findings in the light of the research problem.
The Figure 1.1 also illustrates how we address the research questions of
this thesis. The solid line represents the primary data source, whereas dashed
line presents secondary data source. The secondary data was used to validate
the answers provded by the primary data.
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1. Introduction
2. Research Methods
3. Literature Review
4. Empirical Study
5. Discussion
6. Conclusions
RQ1: What are the typical actor roles in a
software ecosystem?
RQ2: Why do actors contribute to a soft-
ware ecosystem?
RQ3: What is the role of software platform
in a software ecosystem?
Figure 1.1: Thesis Structure
Chapter 2
Research Methods
2.1 Literature Review
The objective of the literature review of this thesis is to introduce the fun-
damental concepts of the thesis. The collection of material for literature
review started by searching and analysing recent SECO systematic literature
reviews (SLR). During the SLR analysis, we gathered relevant papers for
later analysis from the references list. In addition to materials found from
SLRs, we analysed research papers published in two conferences in the last
five years. The former conference, The International Conference on Software
Business (ICSOB), focuses on fields such as software production, software
ecosystems and software product management [4]. The latter conference,
International Systems and Software Product Line Conference (SPLC), con-
centrates on software product lines and software product family engineering
[5]. During the analysis, we noticed that only a few SECO papers focused
on software platforms. Due to lack of material, we extended our literature
review to cover Software Product Line (SPL) text books, such as ”Software
product line engineering: foundations, principles and techniques” by Klaus
Pohl and ”Design and use of software architectures: adopting and evolving
a product-line approach” by Jan Bosch [9, 44].
2.2 Empirical Study
2.2.1 Study Design
The research method used in the thesis is the case study method. The method
allowed us to do an explanatory research and test the theories found in the
literature [42]. As the primary research technique we chose, theme interviews
4
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and, as the secondary technique, we chose documents analysis. The theme
interviews allowed us to ask more in-depth follow-up questions when the
interviewee brought up new and relevant topics [31]. The documents, on the
other hand, enabled us to create a richer image and reinforce initial findings
from the interviews [42].
The subject of the case study was chosen based on a single criterion: the
subject must have previous software ecosystem initiatives. Furthermore, the
research group had previous collaboration with the subject selected for this
study.
2.2.2 Preparation
The main themes of the interviews were based on the research questions and
findings from literature review presented in Chaper 3. Also, a light website
analysis was conducted to become acquainted with the subject organisation
and their business. We implemented the themes, the interview questions
as well as the course of the interviews to follow the practices described by
Krueger and Casey in their book Focus Group [30]. After the first iteration of
interview questions, the questions were reviewed by a qualitative research ex-
pert. With the help of the expert analysis, we were able to improve question
neutrality, the intelligibility of the terms, and the relevance of questions.
The selection criteria for interviewees included a contract of employment
with the subject company and a prior participation in a SECO project. An-
other criterion for the interviewees was that they should have different focuses
in their daily work.
2.2.3 Data Collection
We conducted four interviews in total. All the interviews were conducted one
subject at a time, and we used a single interview template in all interviews
(Appendix A). However, we emphasised the themes the interviewee had the
most knowledge of. The interviewees had expertise in the following areas:
agricultural domain, technical, end users, agricultural domain. In the first
and last interviews, we covered all interview themes, but in the second inter-
view, we concentrated on software platforms, whereas in the third interview
we focused on SECO actors.
During all the interviews, we had three interviewers present. The dif-
ferent interviewer roles were dealt based on prior knowledge of each theme.
The author of this thesis acted as the primary interviewer in all interviews.
The supervisor of this thesis acted as the secondary interviewer for ecosystem
and actor themes. Finally, the advisor of this thesis acted as the secondary
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interviewer for the software platform theme. All interviewers took individ-
ual notes, which were used later in analysing phase. Also, the audio of all
interviews was recorded and interviews were transcribed by an expert service.
We gathered the material for the document analysis from subject com-
pany’s website. In addition, in case the interviewee presented us some docu-
ments during the interview, we requested access to the documents via email.
In the end, the study included nine documents: two articles, four presenta-
tions and three short documents.
2.2.4 Data Analysis
In this thesis, we applied a coding approach to the data analysis. Coding
is a whole-text analysis technique, which aims to reduce the size of data.
In addition, coding also eases data retrieval and organisation [42]. We used
ATLAS.ti qualitative analysis software to aid the analysis.
The analysis process is illustrated in Figure 2.1. The process was heavily
inspired by the process steps presented by Ryan and Bernard in their article
”Data management and analysis methods” [45]. Due to the limited amount of
total raw data, we decided on analyse all interviews and documents. In this
study, we used the same process to analyse both interview transcriptions
and documents. In the second step of the process, we identified general
themes. We derived the main themes form research questions and interview
notes. Research questions provided us main themes such as ”platform” and
”ecosystem”, whereas interview notes introduced us common topics such as
”data” and ”background”. We transformed the themes into initial codebook
and continued to the next step of the process. In the third phase, we marked
the text with the codes from our initial codebook. The codes worked as
tags to ease up the data retrieval later in the process. In the first marking
iteration, the coded text blocks were rather large. Once we had marked all
the raw data, we built our final codebook. In the process of creating the
final codebook, we turned theme codes into code groups and reanalysed all
marked texts and reassigned the text blocks with more descriptive codes.
We derived the new codes from results of the literature review and initial
hypotheses of the possible empirical results. For example, we transformed
”actor” theme code into a code group and re-coded all ”actor” code instances
with codes such as ”support service provider” or ”end user”. We decided not
give the codes any descriptions, due to the limited amount of participants
in this study and because the codes were based on results from literature or
they were self-explanatory. After the codebook iteration, we implemented
code hierarchies and relationship maps. The relationship maps enabled us to
build empirical models, which were compared to findings from the literature.
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Conseptual
Modelling
Literature Review Results Empirical Model
Domain Conceptual Model
Modelling
Updated Codebook Code Hierarchy
Empirical Model
Coding
Empirical Observations Theme Codebook
Updated Codebook Code Hierarchy
Theme Coding
Research Questions Interview Notes
Theme Codebook
Data Collection
Interview Transcripts Documents Interview Notes
Figure 2.1: Analysis Process
Chapter 3
Literature review
3.1 Software Ecosystems
Software ecosystem (SECO) is a relatively new concept. The term ”software
ecosystem” was introduced in 2003 by Messerschmitt and Szypersky in their
book Software Ecosystem Understanding an Indispensable Technology [39].
Manikas and Hansen conducted a systematic literature review on SECOs
in the year 2013. At the time the SECO research was fairly immature but
during the following years, the field has shown signs of maturity [35]. In
this Section, we will use three strategies to explain the SECO concept and
provide a SECO definition. First, we will analyse the evolution of the SECO
concept. Then we will introduce three main SECO elements Manikas and
Hansen identified in their research. Finally, we will analyse different SECO
definitions from literature. In addition, we present an ecosystem typification.
The evolution of SECO concept can be divided into three stages, which
are presented in Table 3.1. The word ecosystem originates from ecology.
Merriam-Webster dictionaries define it as ”a branch of science concerned
with the interrelationship of organisms and their environments” [2]. Ecol-
ogy is a branch of biology, whereas biological ecosystems are considered to
be the base of the SECO evolution. As stated in the definition, biological
ecosystems capture the idea of multiple actors working as one unit together
with the environment. The ideas and concepts from biological ecosystems
transferred into business context results in the next stage of the evolution,
business ecosystems [23]. Even though the contexts are very different, the
analogy between the two is applicable. Iansiti and Levien illustrate the anal-
ogy by comparing species in a biological ecosystem to companies, products
and technologies in business environment. In addition, they present a par-
allel between the two: ”Both are characterized by a large number of loosely
8
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Type of ecosystem Definition
Biological ”The complex of a community of organisms and
its environment functioning as an ecological unit”
[3]
Business ”Business ecosystems are formed by large, loosely
connected networks of entities, which interact with
each other in complex ways, and the health and
performance of each firm is dependent on the
health and performance of the whole” [22]
Software ”The software and actor interaction in relation to
a software platform, that results in a set of con-
tributions and influences directly or indirectly the
ecosystem” [35]
Table 3.1: Ecosystem Evolution
interconnected participants that depend on one another for their effective-
ness and survival. If the ecosystem is healthy, individual participants will
thrive; if the ecosystem is unhealthy, individual participants will suffer” [24].
The final stage of the evolution is SECO itself. SECOs are kind of business
ecosystems but the distinctive factor is the equal importance of software
interaction compared to participant interaction [35].
Another way of looking into SECOs is to define the common SECO build-
ing blocks. Manikas and Hansen identified three main SECO elemets based
on SECO definitions from the literature: connecting relationships, business
and common software [37]. The elements can be linked to a previously pre-
sented stage of SECO evolution. The first main element, connecting relation-
ships, captures the essence of biological ecosystems. In SECO literature and
this thesis, the participants of the ecosystem are referred as actors. Actors
and their roles within an ecosystem are scrutinise more in detail in Sec-
tion 3.2. The authors listed business as the second main element of SECO.
In short, the element describes the ecosystem environment. Manikas and
Hansen pointed out that the element should be examined broader than just
as revenue models: also non-monetary benefits should be included [37]. Due
to the scope of this thesis, we will not analyse the element any further. The
last main element is common software. The existence and importance of the
software is the deciding factors that transforms business ecosystems into a
SECOs. In this thesis, we will refer to the software as a software platform,
which is described more profoundly in Section 3.3.
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Currently, there exists various SECO definitions [29]. A sample of dif-
ferent SECO definitions are presented in Table 3.2. From the definitions, it
can be clearly seen that the software is described in each definition, but the
term varies. In earlier definitions, the software was referred as unstructured
group with terms like ”collection of software products” [39], ”set of software
solutions” [11] or ”a collection of software projects” [34]. Additionally, in
more recent definitions, the term ”platform” has stabilized in the literature.
Also, in earlier definitions the business and relationships aspects are left
with lesser notice, Due to the technological background of the authors [37].
In this thesis, we chose to use the latest SECO definition proposed by
Manikas with a small modification, so it is in line with terms used in this
thesis:
The software and actor interaction in relation to a software
platform, that results in a set of contributions and influences
directly or indirectly the ecosystem. [35]
In this thesis, we replaced Manikas original definition of a common tech-
nological infrastructure with the term software platform.
Due to the variety of different kinds of SECOs, Kondel and Manikas ac-
knowledged a need for an ecosystem typification. Their typification is based
on differences in software platforms of the SECOs. They identified a total
of four different ecosystem types: Cornerstone ecosystems, Standard-based
ecosystems, Protocol-based ecosystems and Infrastructure-based ecosystems.
Cornerstone ecosystems include a software platform, where the platform
functionality is extended by actor contributions. The platform is in most
cases run by a single strong player. Examples of such ecosystems include for
example Android and iOS. Majority of previous research has concentrated
on this type of ecosystems. Standard-based ecosystem platform, on the other
hand, does not include software. Instead the platform is a standard specifica-
tion, which describes requirements for actor contributions. While cornerstone
ecosystems are often run by a single player, standard-based ecosystems are
governed by a consortium. Protocol-based Ecosystem is a more flexible and
restrictive version of a standard-based ecosystem. In infrastructure-based
ecosystems, the software platform is replaced with a shared set of technical
environment and tools between actors. [29]
3.2 Actor Roles in Ecosystems
Actor relationships and interactions are a vital part of SECOs [35]. The
actors interact directly or indirectly with each other [29]. A typical example
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Author Definition
Messerschmitt et. al.
(2005)
”Traditionally, a software ecosystem refers to a col-
lection of software products that have some given
degree of symbiotic relationships.” [39]
Bosch (2009) ”A software ecosystem consists of the set of soft-
ware solutions that enable, support and automate
the activities and transactions by the actors in the
associated social or business ecosystem and the or-
ganizations that provide these solutions” [11]
Lungu (2009) ”A software ecosystem is a collection of software
projects which are developed and which co-evolve
together in the same environment.” [34]
Manikas and Hansen
(2013)
”The interaction of a set of actors on top of a com-
mon technological platform that results in a num-
ber of software solutions or services.” [37]
Sevon (2013) ”A combination of stakeholders use common tech-
nological platform to collaboratively deliver com-
petitive value in order to satisfy stakeholders needs
and expectations.” [46]
Manikas (2016) ”The software and actor interaction in relation to a
common technological infrastructure, that results
in a set of contribu- tions and influences directly
or indirectly the ecosystem.” [35]
Table 3.2: Ecosystem Definitions
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of an actor in an ecosystem is an individual, organisation, governmental
entity, association or community [29]. Each actor implements one or more
roles in an ecosystem [35]. A role is defined by a type of contribution, motive,
and relationships to other actors [29].
We identified over 90 roles in 20 software ecosystem research papers and
articles. Due to the immaturity of the field [37] there are no established
terms for different roles. From the literature analysis, we deduced five main
ecosystem actor roles. The main actor roles and their definitions are listed in
Table 3.3 and found actor role synonyms are presented in Table 3.4. Also, in
Figure 3.1 we illustrate actor role contributions towards the software platform
of the ecosystem.
Actor Roles
Orchestrator
Niche
Player
External
Developer
End User
Support
Service
Provider
Contributions
Software Platform
Runs and
Manages Complements Uses
Obtains
Service
Supports
Figure 3.1: Actor Role Contributions
In early SECO research Geir Hanssen identified three key roles: key-
stone, third-party organisations and end-users [20]. According to Iansiti and
Levien the keystone role descents from biological ecosystems, where it is re-
ferred as keystone species [23]. In a biological ecosystem, the keystone is
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Role Definition
Orchestrator Governs [”Manages”] the SECO by running the plat-
form, creating and applying rules, processes, business
procedures, setting and monitoring quality standards
and orchestrating the SECO actor relationships [37].
Niche Player Complements the work of the orchestractor by provid-
ing value to the ecosystem. Contributes to the SECO by
typically developing or adding components to the plat-
form [37].
External
Developer
Makes use of the possibilities the ecosystem provides
and thus providing indirect value to the ecosystem. This
actor is external to the SECO management and usually
has an activity limited to the actor’s interest [37].
End User Individual or company that obtains or purchases a com-
plete or partial product of the SECO [37].
Support Service
Provider
Enable or help other actors with their tasks within the
SECO [32]
Table 3.3: Actor Role Definitions
Role Synonyms
Orchestrator
[12, 21, 35, 36,
47]
Keystone [12, 20, 26, 36, 37, 50], Shaper [26], Platform
vendor [49], Platform owner [17], Service enabler [49],
Provider [32, 49]
Niche Player [12,
26, 36, 37, 50]
Follower [26], Service providers [19], Application devel-
oper [49], Producer of complementing service [49]
External Devel-
oper [36]
Single Developer [36], Developers [17], External Devel-
opers [36]
End User [20,
32, 37, 49]
Customer [14, 19], User [28, 36], Buyer [17]
Support Service
Provider
Infrastructure providers [48]
Table 3.4: Actor Role Synonyms
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described as a species, which in a case of extinction would affect the whole
ecosystem. They also provide an extended definition for keystone in a busi-
ness ecosystem context. They states that keystone provides ecosystem-wide
stable and predictable set of common assets [24]. The common assets in a
business ecosystem can be viewed as the software platform in a SECO. In
SECO literature the keystone role is also often referred as an orchestrator. In
this thesis, we will use the term orchestrator because it better describes the
responsibilities and tasks of the role. Orchestrator has a central role in the
ecosystem [49]. Thus, we introduce it as the first main role. The most impor-
tant responsibility of an orchestrator is the ecosystem governance [35]. The
ecosystem governance includes tasks such as software platform management
[12], actor relationship management [37] and ecosystem health monitoring
[47].
To represent the second key role, Hanssen identified third-party organ-
isations. He defined third-party organisations as ”organizations that use
the central technology as a platform for producing related solutions or ser-
vices” [20]. Manikas and Hansen divided third-party organisations further
into niche players and external developers [37]. Their division was based on
differences in contributions and levels of commitment to the ecosystem. In
this thesis, we consider both of them as main roles. A single niche player
alone has no impact on other actors or the ecosystem but all niche players
combined as a group form the second most important entity in an ecosys-
tem [22]. Niche players are responsible for ecosystem innovation and value
creation [24]. They contribute to the ecosystem by developing specialised
extensions to the platform and are motivated by business opportunities [37].
External developers, on the other hand, provide indirect value to the ecosys-
tem through the usage of a SECO platform [37]. Their commitment to
an ecosystem is rather limited, and they are often motivated by fame and
knowledge instead of monetary compensation. Their contributions to the
ecosystem can include for example bug reporting and ecosystem promotion.
In addition, Hagel et al. introduce three subtypes for niche player : dis-
ciple, influencer, and hedger. Disciples and influencers contribute solely
to one ecosystem. Hedger, on the other hand, participates in two or more
ecosystems at the same time. The different contribution strategies can be
analysed based on risk levels. Disciple and influencer share the risk with the
ecosystem they contribute to, whereas hedger reduces its risk by spreading
its investment across multiple ecosystems. Higher risk is followed by a bigger
possible reward. The roles investing in one single ecosystem, have a better
chance of gaining a better position in the market. A disciple is an early
adaptor of an ecosystem and also works as an evangelist and spreads the
word of the ecosystem. An influencer, on the other hand, can influence the
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orchestrator of the ecosystem. Iyer et al. introduced also a special kind of
hedger, a bridge [25]. A bridge operates actively in two different ecosystems.
It can transfer knowledge, people or money between the ecosystems. The
third party organisations and their sub-roles are illustrated in Figure 3.2.
Third-party Organisation
Niche Player External Developer
Disciple Influencer Hedger Bridge
Figure 3.2: Thid-Party Sub-Role Hierarchy
The last key role Hanssen described is an end user. In literature, the end
user often has no definition. However, Konstantinos Manikas defined an end
user as follows: ”person, company, an entity that either purchases or obtains
a complete or partial product of the SECO or a niche player” [37].
The final main role we included is support service provider. , which is
commonly left out in the literature. However, we want to stress that they are
an important part of the network of actors. The support service providers
help and enable other ecosystem actors to achieve their goals. Examples
of such providers are for example internet service providers, research and
consultancy companies and hardware manufacturers. [32]
3.3 Software platform
Often in SECO literature, the software part of the ecosystem is only referred
as a platform without any proper definition. For the definition of a software
platform, we need to look back to the origins of SECO. Jan Bosch describes
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the birth of SECOs as the following ”Once the company decides to make its
platform available outside the organisational boundary, the company tran-
sitions from software product line to a software ecosystem.” [11]. Software
product line (SPL) is defined as a set of software-intensive systems sharing
a common, managed set of features that satisfy the specific needs of a par-
ticular market segment or mission. They are also developed from a common
set of core assets in a prescribed way [13]. Also, SPL can be treated as a
synonym for software product family (SPF), which is seen a specialisation of
a product family.
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Author(s) Definition Example
Meyer et al. [40,
p.7]
A product platform is a set of common
components, modules, or parts from
which a stream of derivative products
can be efficiently created and launched
Black & Decker,
HP Inc Jet
Printers
Meyer et al. [41] A software product platform is both an
architecture and an implementation of
architecture that comprises core sub-
systems that propel a family of software
products or internal corporate applica-
tions
Visio Corpora-
tion
Ommering [51] Reuse approach separates creation of
reusable components from the creation
of products, where both take place un-
der a common architecture
Philips Con-
sumer Electrics
Bosch [9, p.312] Platform is referred as the reusable
product-line assets at the top level
Axis Commu-
nications AB,
Securitas Larm
AB, Symbian
Bosch [10] Platform captures all functionality that
is common to all products or applica-
tions and it typically includes a stan-
dardized inftrastructure
SymbianOS
Clements et al.
[13]
Platform is a core software asset (i.e.
architecture, component) base that is
reused across systems in the product
line
Nokia, Motorola
Pohl et al. [44,
p.6]
A software platform is a set of software
subsystems and interfaces that form a
common structure from which a set of
derivative products can be efficiently
developed and produced
Ford, Symbian
Bosch [11] Platform is referred as the product line
architecture and shared components
SalesForce,
eBay, Facebook
Gawer et al. [18] Product platform as a set of assets or-
ganized in a common structure from
which a company can efficiently de-
velop and produce a stream of deriva-
tive products.
iOS, Android
Table 3.5: Software Platform Definitions
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In Table 3.5, we listed different platform definitions chronologically be-
tween years 1997 and 2014. In the list, we included the definitions for the
following concepts: platform, product platform and software platform. For
example, Meyer and Lehnerd use the term product platform when describing
product families [40], whereas Jan Bosch uses plainly the concept platform
without any prefix or suffix in his SPL research [9–11]. After analysing the
definitions, we identified three key characteristics on how software platforms
differ from other software systems. The key characteristics are illustrated in
Figure 3.3.
Product 1 Service 2 Application 3 Extension 4
Component 1
Component Interface
Component 2
Component Interface
Component 3
Component Interface
Architecture
Software Platform
Platform Interface
Figure 3.3: Software Platform Characteristics
The first key characteristic is the separation of the platform and the de-
rived products. In his definition, Rob van Ommering explicitly states that
the reusable components (the platform) are separated from the products [51].
Other platform definitions implicate the separation more indirectly. For ex-
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ample, Meyer and Lehnerd refer to the separation as following ”A product
platform...from which a stream of derivative products can be efficiently cre-
ated and launched.” [40], whereas Gawer and Cusumano refer to the sepa-
ration as ”Product platform...from which a company can efficiently develop
and produce a stream of derivative products.” [18]. The derived product is
also referred as ”application” [41] [27], ”service” [18] and ”extension” [27].
The second key characteristic is core assets under architecture. Core
assets are described as building blocks of the platform [9, 11, 13, 18, 40,
41, 44]. Clements and Northrop define core asset as ”A reusable artefact or
resource that is used in the production of more than one product in a software
product line. A core asset may be an architecture, a software component,
a domain model, a requirements statement or specification, a document,
a plan, a test case, a process description, or any other useful element of
a software production process.” [13]. From the definitions, we found the
following references to core assets : ”components” [11, 40, 51], ”modules”
[40], ”parts” [40], ”subsystems” [41, 44] and ”assets” [9, 18]. Clements and
Northrop include architecture in core assets, but in this thesis, we excluded
it from the definition. We examine the architecture as a higher level concept,
which surrounds the core assets. Software Engineering Institute at Carnegie
Mellon University describes architecture as a structure of structures. Thus,
architecture includes other core assets such as components and subsystems
[33]. Gawer and Cusumano also separate platform architecture from core
assets by stating: ”set of assets organised in a common structure”, where
the common structure refers to the platform architecture [18].
The third and last key characteristic of a platform are interfaces. Meyer
and Lehnerd describe interfaces as the key enablers and the power sources
of a platform [40]. An interface defines the core asset functionality and its
requirements from other core assets or its environment [9, p.220]. In software
platforms there exist two types of interfaces. The first types of interfaces are
found between core assets within the platform architecture and the second
type of interfaces are located between the software platform and the derived
products. Both interface types aim for the same benefits: they allow hiding
complexity through abstraction [38], disclosing functionality and data [15]
and enable platform capability reuse [40, p. 181].
We have listed platform examples related to each definition in Table 3.5.
Meyer and Lehnerd present Black & Decker as case example how implement-
ing a product platform improved their position in power tool market during
70s [40]. The platform was used internally within the company and enabled
the reuse of components and processes through their product lines. More
recent platforms include mobile operating systems such as Apple iOS and
Google Android [18]. These platforms differ from Black & Decker not only
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because the platform is software based but also that the platform is available
outside of the organisation boundary.
As we stated in the beginning of this Section, the literature lacks a def-
inition for a software platform in SECO context. However, the definitions
provided by SPL literature are in most parts applicable to SECO context
as well. With some minor modifications, we can transform SPL software
platform definition to suit SECO context. Firstly, in SECOs the platform
include users outside the traditional organisation boundary, whereas in SPL
the platform is only used by employees and contractors of a single company.
Secondly, the derived products are often referred as services in SECOs. Thus
we propose new definition software platforms in SECO context.
a set of assets organized in a common structure from which
actors can efficiently create complementary services.
Chapter 4
Results
Natural Resources Institute Finland (Luke) is a research and expert organi-
sation formed the in the year 2015 after mergin of four research organisations:
MTT Agrifood Research Finland, Finnish Forest Research Institute, Finnish
Game And Fisheries Research Institute and Information Center of the Min-
istry of Agriculture and Forestry. Despite the young age of the organisation,
Luke brings together over 281 years of research experience. Lukes mission
is to: ”work to advance the economy and the sustainable use of natural
resources.” [6].
4.1 Agricultural Ecosystem
An agricultural ecosystem can be viewed as a business ecosystem, which
provides the base for SECOs described in Section 4.2. One interviewee ex-
plained agricultural ecosystem by describing food production chain. The
interviewee’s breakdown of food production chain is illustrated in Figure 4.1.
The different phases can be linked in the main agricultural ecosystem roles:
input producer, farmer, processor, retailer and consumer.
Input Production Production Processing Retail Consumption
Figure 4.1: Food Production Chain
Input producers were mentioned in three interviews. However, none of
the interviewees included a proper role description, task or responsibility
list. One interviewee, on the other hand, named seed and fertiliser producers
as example actors of the input producer role.
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Farmers were mentioned in all of the interviews and most of the doc-
uments. This could be because the interviewees concentrate on primary
production in their daily work. One interviewee simplified the objective of
a farmer as following: to transform farm inputs into yields as efficiently as
possible. The main tasks for achieving that object included planning, culti-
vation, protection and harvesting.
Processors were mentioned in three interviews. Similarly to input pro-
ducers, there were no descriptions of common responsibilities or tasks. One
interviewee illustrated processors with two examples: a processor can be a
brewery, which can make contracts with as many as 10 000 farms about their
production or a company producing baby food from pure oats. Another in-
terviewee named protein extraction from secondary streams such as wheat
and rice peels as an example of a processor. From examples above, we can
conclude that processor is a role, which adds value to the input material
through different kind of processes.
Retailers were brought up least in this study. Retail as a role was only
referred directly in the food production chain description. On the other hand,
the role was indirectly referred in many examples in the interviews. The
examples included e-commerce vendors, brick and mortar retailers as well as
traditional outdoor market traders. Retailers are responsible for moving the
products from processors to consumers.
Consumers are the end users of the output of the food production chain.
One interviewee identified three different consumer segments based on the
age of consumer: children, adults and elders. Another interviewee empha-
sised that all consumers have different needs and consumption habits, which
creates a need for different kinds of niche products.
In addition to the roles mentioned above related to food production
chain, the interviewees mentioned administration as an important actor in
the ecosystem: ”Governments have been conventionally regulating farming
actions by legislation and e.g. production subsidy schemes” [43]. One in-
terviewee explained that all developed countries, New Zealand as the ex-
ception, subsidises primary production. In Finland Ministry of Agriculture
and Forestry grants the subsidies to farmers but in return, the farmers need
to document and share their plans for the coming year and also report the
realisation. In addition to administration, logistics were brought up as an
important supporting actor in the ecosystem. Logistics are responsible for
example transferring good on the food production chain.
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4.2 Agricultural Software Ecosystems
During the interviews, the interviewees presented three different examples of
agricultural software ecosystems: Cropinfra, ISOBUS and REKO. The first
two ecosystems are related to projects carried out by Luke. REKO, on the
other hand, is a community-driven ecosystem, in which Luke has no part.
The Cropinfra concept ecosystem project took place between years 2008
and 2014 and was executed by MTT Agrifood Research Finland, one of
the predecessors of Luke. The high-level goal of the project was to ”design
and implement an Internet-based networked crop production platform to as-
sist farmers to operate efficiently and fulfil farming demands using present
and future technologies” [43]. The project resulted in five value proposi-
tion: provide access to services; provide more high-quality food products;
document all processes; environmentally friendly production and improved
resource management. More concretely, requirements for the platform was
to provide tools for improved farming decisions, enable interoperability be-
tween farming equipment, devices and farm information systems (FMIS) and
information sharing between farmers and other interested parties.
The ISOBUS ecosystem is based on an ISO 11783 standard, which defines
a communication protocol between a tractor and agricultural and forestry
machinery, so-called implements [7]. The standard aims to improve inter-
operability between tractors and implements from different manufacturers.
Luke is currently working on a project called MATYKO 2025. The goal of
the project is to improve the competitiveness of Finnish agricultural ma-
chinery manufacturers in the global markets. Through the utilisation of the
standard, the Finnish small and medium-sized companies can find their niche
markets.
The third SECO example was community-driven REKO. The word ”REKO”
is an abbreviation for a Swedish word ”Reja¨l konsumtion”, which translates
into ”fair consumption”. The ecosystem aims to allow consumers to provide
fair compensation to food producers and to give consumers the power to
choose and verify their producers. The ecosystem also enables a marketplace
for niche products, which are not available in big retail chains due to little
demand. The ecosystem is based on an online marketplace combined with a
pop-up market. In practice, producers display their inventory online for the
consumers. Consumers can reserve their desired items in advance and fetch
the chosen goods during the next pop-up market event.
Figure 4.2 presents an illustration how the three mentioned agricultural
SECOs position in the food production chain. Cropinfra and ISOBUS ecosys-
tems concentrate solely on the production phase of the chain. Both of
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the ecosystems are independent of one another, but the possible success of
ISOBUS ecosystem could reflect on Cropinfra. REKO, on the other hand,
skips the retail phase and connects food producers straight to consumers.
Input Production Production Processing Retail Consumption
Figure 4.2: Software Ecosystems in Agriculture
4.3 Actors in Agricultural Software Ecosys-
tems
In this Section, we illustrate a mapping between the ecosystem actors we dis-
covered in the interviews and documents, as well as the actor roles identified
in the literature. All the following illustrations comply with the following
model: The coloured rectangles represent the actor roles found in the liter-
ature. The white rectangles inside them represent the actors found in the
interviews and documents.
Cropinfra
Figure 4.3 shows the actor categorisation of the Cropinfra concept SECO.
What stands out in the illustration is the missing orchestrator actor role,
which is the most important actor role in a SECO. One interviewee also ac-
knowledged the issue and brought up his interest to do further research on
possible business models of the ecosystem. Through this kind of investiga-
tion, one could find out how money could be earned by running the software
platform of the ecosystem. His concerns were mainly related to small profit
margins of the agricultural domain.
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Orchestrator
??
End User
Farmers
Niche Player
Service Providers
External Developer
Support Service Provider
Figure 4.3: Cropinfra Actors
Niche players were mentioned multiple times both in the interviews and
the documents. However, the niche players were referred as service providers.
One interviewee described service providers being responsible for offering dif-
ferent kinds of services to end users of the ecosystem. The list of the possible
service providers given by the interviewee was extensive. As an example,
the interviewee presented disease forecasting as an ecosystem application. In
the application, he described four different service providers: disease model
service, computation service, data storage service and weather data service.
The interviewee described the service provider motivation as following: ”of
course the service provider wants some money for it”. Hence, we can assume
that service providers are motivated by monetary compensation.
Farmers were identified as the end users of the Cropinfra SECO by
one interviewee. He described the ecosystem from the farmer’s perspective.
Also, one document presented the Cropinfra SECO value proposition for the
farmer. The proposition was summarised in the project goal as following:
”...to assist farmers to operate efficiently and fulfil farming demands...” [43].
From the goal, we can also deduct at least one motivational factor for the
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farmers: more efficient working. The farmer was also defined as the actor
making the purchase decision of the services of the ecosystem. Support ser-
vice providers and external developers were not mentioned in the interviews.
ISOBUS
Figure 4.4 provides an illustration of ISOBUS ecosystem actors.
Orchestrator
AEF ISO
End User
Farmers
Niche Player
Tracktor
Manu-
facturers
Implement
Manu-
facturers
External Developer
Support Service Provider
AAF Research Institutes
Figure 4.4: ISOBUS Actors
The orchestrator of the ecosystem was defined explicitly in a document,
which presented a roadmap for digitalisation of crop production. The ecosys-
tem is orchestrated by two organisations: ISO (International Organization for
Standardization) and AEF (Agricultural Industry Electronics Foundation).
The two organisations have their distinct responsibilities in the orchestra-
tion. In the document, ISO was described as an administrative organisation,
whereas AEF was portrayed as dealing with more practical matters related
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to agriculture. AEF was described as responsible for preparing new propos-
als and suggesting modifications to the current standard. ISO, on the other
hand, was stated being responsible in accepting change requests to the stan-
dard. The orchestrator motivation did not come up directly in either the
interviews or the documents. However, according to other sources, the AEF
members consist of companies, which also participate in the same ecosystem
as niche players. It is possible that in addition to aiming to improve the
standard, the companies are also running their interest. Hence, we can ar-
gue that the AEF member companies are indirectly motivated by monetary
benefits.
The niche players of the ecosystem include currently almost all agricul-
tural machine and device manufacturers. The companies vary from global
multi-billion tractor manufacturers to small and medium-sized enterprises.
The benefits of the ecosystem are similar for all the companies. However,
smaller companies benefit more from the ecosystem participation than bigger
companies. The ecosystem enables smaller companies to concentrate on their
key competence areas which, in turn, enables niche product creation. On the
other hand, the bigger companies also believe that ecosystem participation
will lead to greater sales.
One interviewee described farmers as the end users of the ecosystem.
She presented a business model canvas, which included an extensive list of
value propositions for a farmer in the year 2025. The value propositions
captured the potential benefits of the ISOBUS ecosystem, which work as the
motivators for farmers. The list included three topics: easing the farming
field work, improving farming processes and improving data management.
Agricultural Automation of Finland (AAF) was mentioned in both the
interviews and the documents. The aim of the organisation is to ”Assist in
bringing ISOBUS compatible products to markets” [7]. The organisation was
founded with the help of Luke and Aalto University but the member compa-
nies of AAF include solely Finnish software and electronics manufacturers.
Also, Luke has a supportive role in the ecosystem. For instance, Luke offers
an unofficial ISOBUS testing facility and assists in product development. As
in Cropinfra ecosystem, we did not identify any external developers from the
ISOBUS ecosystem.
REKO
Figure 4.5 illustrates our classification of REKO actors.
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Orchestrator
Group ad-
ministrator
End User
Farmers Consumers
Niche Player External Developer
Support Service Provider
Figure 4.5: REKO Actors
One interviewee identified individual group admins as the orchestrators of
the ecosystem. She described the admins being responsible for the ecosystem
rule creation and supervision: The admins can accept new users to group
and remove users from it if they disobey the rules. In the interviews, no
motivational factors for operating as a group admin were identified.
In the interviews, we identified two actors describing the end user: the
consumers and the farmers. Both of the actors have different motives for
the participation. The consumers are interested in validated production pro-
cesses and providing fair compensation to the producer. The farmers, on the
other hand, are interested in making a profit out of niche products. Surpris-
ingly, we did not identify niche players in any of the interviewees’ descriptions
of the ecosystem. In addition, we did not identify any external developers or
support service providers.
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4.4 Software Platforms in Agricultural Soft-
ware Ecosystems
Cropinfra
The documents given by the interviewees together with their descriptions
of the software platform of Cropinfra ecosystem enabled us to identify a
traditional software platform from the ecosystem. One interviewee described
the software platform implementation as a piece of software. After analysing
the descriptions we classified the ecosystem as a cornerstone ecosystem.
In Figure 4.6, we present an architectural overview of Cropinfra ICT
Platform concept. The Cropinfra ICT Platform describes responsibilities
and relationships between the high-level components. In the figure, we have
combined two illustrations contructed on the basis of personal communication
with one interviewee. As in the original figure derived from the interviewee,
we identified the service framework as the software platform of the ecosys-
tem. The service framework was described to be responsible for exchanging
information and user interfaces between different services. The different ser-
vices are discovered from the marketplace and users are authenticated with
the identity management component. The functionality and the data of the
ecosystem is generated by Internet of Things enabled devices and third-party
services.
The materials related Cropinfra ICT platform concept explicitly described
the value proposition of the platform as: freedom to choose the most suitable
bundle of services and enable easy change of service providers.
Things (IoT)
Services
Identity
Management
Marketplace
Service Framework
Communication
Application Logic
Data Model
Figure 4.6: Cropinfra ICT Platform Concept
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ISOBUS
One document described that ISO 11783 standard defines a communication
between tractors and implements, on which the ISOBUS ecosystem has de-
veloped. Hence we classify the ecosystem as a standard-based ecosystem. At
the time of writing this thesis, the first parts of the standard were released
almost two decades ago, in the year 1998. Nowadays the standard to consists
of 14 parts and 1400 pages. More precisely, the standard aims to improve
the communication between tractors, implements and farm management in-
formation systems [1].
Figure 4.7 provides an example visualisation of ISOBUS compliant trac-
tor and implement combination. However, both the tractor and implement
include several devices, which are connected to the bus. Task controller is
located in the tractor and is responsible for controlling the implement con-
nected to it and logging the realised work. The virtual terminal is the user
interface for the farmer to follow up the work realisation real time. The
implement connected to the tractor and the same bus includes an electronic
control unit. The unit is responsible for controlling the machine according
to commands from task controller. Sensors can be found on both the tractor
and machine. Sensors connected to the bus provide information to other
connected devices to the same bus about the environment. The information
can be used either to alter the currently planned execution or simply added
to the logged. The standard does not put any constraints about how many
ISOBUS compatible devices can be connected to one bus so in theory there
could be multiple machines and sensors connected at once.
Virtual
Terminal
Task Controller
SensorsSensors
Electronic
Control Unit
Figure 4.7: Example ISOBUS Tractor and Implement Combination
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REKO
The REKO ecosystem did not include any central controller software or stan-
dards. However, all the different REKO instances we described to share the
common tools. The common tools combined act as the software platform of
the ecosystem. Thus, we classify REKO as an Infrastructure-based ecosys-
tem.
Figure 4.8 illustrates the platform of the ecosystem. The black rectangles
present individual REKO instances, which are not connected to each other.
However, all the instances share Facebook groups as the communication tool
and money transactions are done by using mobile payments systems provided
by banks.
Payment: Mobile Payment
Communication: Facebook
Figure 4.8: REKO Platform
4.5 Problems
The most frequently mentioned problem by the interviewees was related to
data ownership. One interviewee stated that data should belong to the en-
tity which generates it. Another interviewee explained data ownership with
the term ”my data”. She described that the concept thrives to answer ques-
tions such as: what data I have under control?, what data I am sharing?
and, to who I am sharing my data to? We identified the following parties
who generate and claim authority over data: farmers, contractors, tractor
manufacturers and farming equipment manufacturers. In practice, the data
authority is a very complex issue. For example, John Deere offers additional
services to farmers in exchange of farming data. In addition, John Deere
claims ownership of data produced by farming equipment connected to the
tractor. As a result, equipment manufacturers prefer only to disclose the min-
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imum necessary data possible. Thus, companies show clear interest towards
data ownership but are not willing to disclose it. Farmers and contractors,
on the other hand, show less interest towards the data. One interviewee ex-
plained that this could be due to the farmers’ fear of the data being used
against them. As an example, he brought up having personally experienced
this kind of practice. Further, another interviewee described that contrac-
tors are not willing to share their work data because they consider it as their
business secret.
In addition to problems related to data ownership, the interviewees also
brought up issues related to lack of agricultural equipment and systems inter-
operability as well as lack of interest towards software ecosystem orchestra-
tion. Growing conditions varies across the globe. Due to poor machinery and
equipment customisability, farmers need to invest in unoptimized machinery,
which, in turn lead to unnecessary costs. In addition, many farms have
machinery from different generations, which are not compatible with other
equipment and information systems. One interviewee summarised the lack
of agricultural software ecosystems with a question ”where is the business?”.
He explained that farmers already operate on very small profit margins and
are not willing to invest any further without any clear benefits.
Chapter 5
Discussion
5.1 Answer to RQ1: Actor Roles
The first research question is:
RQ1: What are the typical actor roles in a software ecosystem?
We were able to synthesise five actor roles from the literature analysis:
orchestrator, niche player, external developer, end user and support service
provider. Orchestrators are responsible for the software platform and the
rules of the ecosystem. Niche players complement the work of the orches-
trator typically via creating complementary services on top of the software
platform of the ecosystem. External developers, on the other hand, com-
pared to niche players, provide more limited contributions to the ecosystem.
For example, they identify bugs or promote the software platform to other
developers. End users obtain products or services of the ecosystem, whereas
support service providers help other ecosystem actors in their value creation
tasks. In research, actor roles of ecosystems are a commonly covered topic.
However, there still does not exist an established term for describing a SECO
participant. In addition, there is no stabilised terminology for the actor roles.
For example, we identified six different synonyms for the orchestrator actor
role as well as four synonyms for the niche player role.
In this study, we identified and analysed three agricultural SECOs. The
findings of the study were not as consistent as in the existing research litera-
ture. However, the findings were in line with the results of previous studies.
In the most mature SECO, the ISOBUS ecosystem, we were able to iden-
tify four out of five actor roles. Only the external developer role was not
mentioned. In Cropinfra SECO we identified two out of five roles: the end
user and the niche player. The actor for the orchestrator role was not iden-
tified, but the need for such role was acknowledged. From REKO we only
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identified actors for the orchestrator and the end user roles. Surprisingly,
the niche player role was not mentioned. Niche players were described to be
responsible for creating the ecosystem services. Thus, we could argue that
REKO does not classify as a SECO.
The following roles appear to be vital in all SECOs: the orchestrator,
the niche player and the end user. In short, the orchestrator is in charge of
the software platform. Niche players utilise the platform in order to provide
value to the end users of the ecosystem. Hence, the three above mentioned
actors are required in the value creation chain. The external developer and
support service provider roles, on the other hand, are not necessarily required
in every SECO. Furthermore, it is important to remember that one actor can
implement multiple roles. For example, an orchestrator can also act as a niche
player in a case where the same company maintains the software platform
and builds services on top of it.
5.2 Answer to RQ2: Actor Motivations
The second research question is
RQ2: Why do actors contribute to a software ecosystem?
The motivations of actor roles found in this study support the findings
of previous research literature. In previous studies, the ecosystem benefits
have been divided into direct monetary revenues and non-monetary bene-
fits, such as fame, knowledge and ideology [37]. In SECOs, orchestrators,
niche players and support service providers are often companies that are mo-
tivated by business opportunities. External developers and end users, on the
other hand, can be either companies or individuals. Non-monetary benefits
were described to be the motivator for the SECO participation of external
developers.
The business model for Cropinfra SECO is based on a revenue share
model between the orchestrator and the niche players, which supports the
results found in previous studies [37]. Also, we can argue that in ISOBUS
SECO, both the orchestrator and the niche players are motivated by mone-
tary benefits. At first, it would seem that the ecosystem orchestrator is not
motivated by money because it is defined as a non-profit organisation. How-
ever, the orchestrating organisation consists of niche player companies of the
same ecosystem. Hence, the niche players can push their business interests
indirectly. What is surprising is that end users were the most covered actor
role in the empirical study compared to previous research, where it was the
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least covered. Also, the found end user motivations were described in more
detail compared to motivations of other actor roles. The motivations were
not only possible benefits but solid and concrete value propositions. For ex-
ample, the Cropinfra promises more efficient work for the farmers, whereas
REKO facilitates marketplace for niche agricultural products.
These observations may support the hypothesis that actor role motiva-
tions are inherited from actor type. With the actor type we mean for ex-
ample, company or individual person. For example, companies often seek
financial benefits whereas individuals, associations and communities seek for
non-monetary benefits. In this study, we identified farmers as the end users
both in Cropinfra and ISOBUS SECO. Even though farmers may sound like
individuals, they should be considered as entrepreneurs.
5.3 Answer to RQ3: Role of Software Plat-
form
The third research question is
What is the role of software platform in a software ecosystem?
Despite the central role of software platforms, it is rarely covered in prior
SECO research. However, software platforms are a common topic in SPL
research, from which the idea of software platform was derived. With the
assistance of platform definitions from SPL research, we were able to identify
three platform characteristics: (1) separation of the software platform and
the derived products; (2) core assets under architecture; and (3) interfaces
[9–11, 13, 18, 40, 41, 44, 51]. Especially the first characteristic describes
the role of a software platform as a foundation for all other products and
services of the ecosystem. The found characteristics were in line with the
results found in the empirical study. Both in Cropinfra and ISOBUS ecosys-
tems the applications were separated from the software platform. Also, we
were able to identify a structure in the software platforms of Cropinfra and
ISOBUS ecosystems. ISOBUS standard was described to include 14 parts
and Cropinfra software platform had clear architecture. The software plat-
form interfaces, on the other hand, were not discovered in any of the analysed
agricultural ecosystems.
Our findings support the results of the study conducted by Manikas and
Hansen [37]. They described the role of the software platform to allow ecosys-
tem involvement and contributions. In short, the role of the software platform
is to enable cooperation between ecosystem actors. We identified a high-level
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value proposition, which crystallised the role of the software platform in each
SECO. In ISOBUS the platform aims to improve interconnectability between
agricultural machinery. The software platform in Cropinfra, on the other
hand, tries to enable farmers to choose the most suitable bundle of services.
Whereas, REKO software platform makes communication possible between
the food producers and consumers.
Another interesting finding was that software platform defines the ecosys-
tem type. Previous SECO studies mainly focus on cornerstone ecosystems,
in which the platform is software-based. However, in this study, we iden-
tified three different ecosystem types. Cropinfra was identified as corner-
stone ecosystem, whereas ISOBUS ecosystem was identified as a standard
based ecosystem. The REKO SECO could be could be classified as an
infrastructure-based ecosystem.
5.4 Limitations
This study includes a set of limitations. We interviewed only four subjects
which can be considered as a small number. Additionally, the backgrounds
of the interviewees varied which affected our ability to discuss certain top-
ics. For example, only one interviewee had his background in software. Due
to this, we could not elaborate aspects of software platforms with the other
interviewees as profoundly. Also, the information we gained about the ecosys-
tem actors in the interviews could be considered second-hand information.
The interviewees spoke on behalf of other peoples’ motivations to their best
knowledge, which obligated us to rely on their perceptions.
Finally, the lack of maturity of the agricultural SECOs limited the credi-
bility of the results. The ISOBUS ecosystem was identified as the only mature
SECO. The Cropinfra SECO was described merely as a concept. Thus, the
results are based on theories and assumptions instead of realised facts. In
addition, the REKO SECO was not related to the projects of LUKE, but its
information was based on personal findings of one interviewee.
Chapter 6
Conclusions
The objective of this thesis was to find out what is important on a platform
of a software ecosystem to satisfy actors’ expectations. The literature study
provided main concepts such as software ecosystem, actors and software plat-
form. The results of the literature review were compared with findings from
SECOs in the agricultural domain. In addition to addressing the objective
of the study, we found common problems in the SECOs.
The results of the study indicate that the software ecosystem
must provide a unique value proposition to all different actor roles.
It is essential for SECO success to be able to attract and retain actors. In
order to achieve this, the value proposition of the ecosystem must satisfy
the needs of all actors. Due to the diversity of the actors and their needs, a
single value proposition for the ecosystem is not sufficient. Each actor role,
on the other hand, seems to share its motivation. Hence, a specific value
proposition for each actor role is probably needed.
Data ownership concerns can prevent standard based SECOs
from succeeding. Standard-based ecosystems are orchestrated by consor-
tia, which is formed by parties interested in the topic. Ecosystems orches-
trated by consortia strive for neutrality. However, for example in a case
concerning ISOBUS SECO, one tractor manufacturer claimed ownership of
data produced by another manufacturer. This can lead to a situation where
manufacturers disclose as little data as possible to the bus, which limits the
potential of the whole ecosystem. This can force companies to bypass ecosys-
tem and use unstandardized raw data from the CAN bus.
The orchestrator is an essential actor role in a SECO. The or-
chestrator enables value creation for other actors of the ecosystem through
the software platform. Software platform management is one of the respon-
sibilities of the orchestrator. Software platform management includes tasks
such as platform maintenance, development and promotion. Furthermore,
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the orchestrator is also responsible for creating and maintaining actor par-
ticipation rules. The rules can, for example, include a criterion for actors
participation in an ecosystem. Because the above-mentioned responsibilities
cover two out of three SECO main elements, we can state that ecosystem
orchestrator has a central role in the ecosystem success.
The software platform lacks an established definition in SECO
context. This is due to the evolution of SECO as a research field. The con-
cept of software ecosystem has emerged both from business ecosystem and
software product line research. The current SECO software platform defi-
nitions lean heavily towards definitions from software product line research.
The software platform characteristics from software product lines can be
transferred into SECO context, but the definition could be updated. Thus,
we propose a new definition for a software platform in SECO context: ”a set
of assets organized in a common structure from which actors can efficiently
create complementary services”.
For the future research, we propose two distinct research directions. First,
we propose to deepen the understanding of data ownership issues in the
ISOBUS ecosystem. According to the findings of this study, the data owner-
ship seems to be a significant problem for the future of the whole ecosystem.
Also, it appears to apply in all standard-based ecosystems. Secondly, we pro-
pose a systematic literature review of ecosystem case studies, which focus on
ecosystem actors and their motives for participation. This would help to dis-
cover if some actor motivations could be generalised and if so, which motives
are the most common. Further, this would help coining value propositions
for future SECOs.
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Appendix A
Orchestrator interview
Johdanto
Haastattelujen pohjalta pyrimme luomaan kattavan kokonaiskuvan ekosys-
teemista¨. Kokonaiskuvan lisa¨ksi pyrimme lo¨yta¨ma¨a¨n ekosysteemin toimi-
jat, seka¨ kartoittamaan ohjelmiston roolia ekosysteemissa¨. Haastattelu tul-
laan nauhoittamaan keskustelun ja tulosten analysoinnin helpottamiseksi.
Nauhoituksen lisa¨ksi ka¨sittelemme vastaukset ja muut materiaalit luotta-
muksellisesti. Kaikki tutkimustulokset esiteta¨a¨n tyo¨ssa¨ anonyymisti, eika¨ tutkiel-
man lukija pysty henkilo¨ima¨a¨n haastattelun vastauksia.
Haastateltavan tausta
1. Voitko kertoa hieman omasta taustastasi (koulutus, tyo¨t yms.)?
2. Mika¨ on sinun ta¨ma¨nhetkinen tyo¨nkuva luonnonvarakeskuksella?
Ekosysteemin tausta
1. Millaista ekosysteemia¨ olette rakentamassa?
2. Voisitko kuvailla millaisista osista ekosysteemi koostuu?
3. Milloin ekosysteemia¨ aloitettiin kehitta¨ma¨a¨n?
4. Mika¨ on ekosysteemin tavoite?
5. Millaisia vaiheita ekosysteemin rakentamiseen on kuulunut ta¨ha¨n asti
- tulevaisuudessa?
6. Millaisia haasteita ekosysteemin rakentamiseen on liittynyt?
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7. Kuinka kauan olet tyo¨skennellyt ekosysteemin parissa?
8. Mika¨ on sinun roolisi ekosysteemiin liittyen?
RQ1 ja RQ2 - Toimijoiden osallisuminen ja motivaatiotekija¨t
1. Mika¨ on LUKEn rooli ekosysteemissa¨?
2. Ketka¨ ovat ekosysteemin loppuka¨ytta¨jia¨?
3. Millainen on loppuka¨ytta¨jien rooli ekosysteemissa¨?
4. Millaisia tehta¨via¨ kuuluu loppuka¨ytta¨jien rooliin?
5. Millainen on loppuka¨ytta¨jien rooli ekosysteemin rakentamisessa?
6. Mihin ekosysteemin toimijoihin loppuka¨ytta¨ja¨t ovat suorasti yhteyk-
sissa¨ ?
7. Mihin ekosysteemin toimijoihin loppuka¨ytta¨ja¨t ovat epa¨suorasti yhteyk-
sissa¨ ?
8. Mita¨ muita toimijoita ekosysteemissa¨ toimii ta¨lla¨ hetkella¨?
9. Millaisissa rooleissa toimijat toimivat ekosysteemissa¨?
10. Mita¨ hyo¨tyja¨ eri toimijat saavat ekosysteemista¨?
11. Keita¨ toimijoita toivoisitte osallistuvan ekosysteemiin tulevaisuudessa?
RQ3 - Ohjelmistoalusta
1. Millaista teknologiaa kuuluu ekosysteemiin?
2. Voitko kuvailla ekosysteemin teknista¨ alustaa?
3. Mika¨ on teknisen alustan tehta¨va¨ ekosysteemissa¨?
4. Mista¨ tekninen alusta koostuu?
5. Ka¨sitta¨a¨ko¨ alusta pelka¨n ISOBUS -standardin, vai kuuluuko muita sys-
teemeja¨ (maatilan tiedonhallintaja¨rjestelma¨t ja muut palvelut)
6. Ovatko maatilan tiedonhallintaja¨rjestelma¨t (FMIS) avoimia?
7. Mita¨ rooleja ISOBUS va¨yla¨n eri komponenteilla on?
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8. Kenen vastuulla on ISOBUS standardin kehitys ja hallinta?
9. Kenen vastuulla on palveluiden kehitys?
10. Onko teknisen alustan hallinnassa ja kehityksessa¨ ilmennyt haasteita?
11. Mita¨ askeleita liittyy alustan tulevaisuuteen?
Loppu
1. Olisiko sinulla muuta materiaalia ekosysteemiin liittyen, jota voisimme
analysoida ta¨ha¨n tutkimukseen liittyen
